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Lucy Hall releasing her debut EP ‘Lines’

Formidable songstress Lucy Hall rounds off lockdown with the release of her powerfully poignant EP,
Lines, self-released 16th July 2021.

With live shows on hold during lockdowns of the last year, Lucy was busy in a bedroom studio recording
The Lines EP. In her first foray in to public ears, she sings honestly about her experiences of love, loss, connection and ultimately self-discovery, during recent female-female relationships, allowing the listener to feel
seen and encapsulated by a powerful vulnerability. City Sirens – written using snapshots of phone recordings – combines folk-pop with shimmering vocal harmonies to create a sound that is wistfully nostalgic and
Lines, the title track, is a brutally honest account of a tantalisingly sweet, but contrastingly destructive
relationship.

Recorded and produced by her housemate and fellow
musician Tom Powell, the duo are a force to be
reckoned with. ‘The Lines EP’ proceeds a weekly
‘jukebox’ livestream, where they took song suggestions from viewers and performed them at request.
They certainly don’t sit still, and their combined skills
and passion allowed this EP to come together. Lucy
elaborates, “I’m so grateful for what Tom’s been able to
bring to this. He’s able to decode the sound that I’m
looking for and I’m so proud to hear it come together.
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Whilst managing 9-5’s, charity livestreams, writing,
practising and a global pandemic, we would steal hours in a bedroom studio recording, refining, recording,
refining.”

Equally at home perusing Folk, Jazz, Classical or Musical
Theatre pieces, Lucy’s artistry is the product of a diverse
musical taste. A 90’s pop fan, born in Essex, raised in
Suffolk and now living in London, at 17 she avoided University, instead moving to the city for a Marketing career,
but her passion for music remained an ever-present
project. A multi-instrumentalist with Guitar, Piano, Clarinet and Saxophone to her name, she has performed for
theatre shows, concert groups including the BBC Elstree
Concert Band and currently teaches in the RAF Air
Training Corps as a Band and Choirmaster.
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The Lines EP is setting the stage for an artist this year who is
thriving on producing work abundant in sincerity and
empowerment, and she won't be stopping any time soon.

Catch Lucy live next at the launch party for The Lines EP
on 22nd July, at The Water Rats, Kings Cross. RSVP and
find out more at www.lucyhallmusic.co.uk/live
Ends.

For further information please contact Lucy Hall at
lucyhallmusic@gmail.com / 07825 742 386
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